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Abstract:Video synopsis is the summarization of the original 

video. Traditional video synopsis methods have drawbacks 

like high computational energy minimization methods. 

Video synopsis is used to extract the events which are 

required and minimizing the time for human beings to 

browse the surveillance video with more time. In previous 

methods we have collision problems and spatio temporal 

redundancy problems. We propose a spatio temporal 

rearrangement of events algorithm to overcome the previous 

drawbacks. In order to solve the spatial incompleteness of 

some single event caused by imperfect object tracking, an 

events subsection modification strategy was presented. The 

experimental results showed that the output synopsis video 

contains the chronological order and prevents collisions 

between events. 
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1.Introduction 

As digital video technology develops rapidly, the demand 

for video processing and analysis is increasing. It takes time 

and human labor to search for interested events from a certain 

period of massive video surveillance data. How to find 

important events and help users quickly browse video data 

becomes an urgent problem in the video surveillance industry. 

Video synopsis extracts interested segments from the original 

video and combines these segments into a compact video 

summary, which can express the semantic con-tent in the 

original video fully. It is a summary of the content of the 

video that users can browse efficiently.  Video abstraction, 

which attempts to generate summary video with key 

information as a main application of video content analysis. It 

can be divided into two categories: Static video summary and 

dynamic synopsis of video. Video summary extracts or 

generates a representational image from a video stream that 

summarizes the video's content through a series of key frames. 

Since the key frame-based video summary processing unit is 

frame, it takes less storage and convenience transport. Such a 

method, however, cannot fully express the activities and 

dynamics of objects in the video output, which is unfavorable 

in applications such as video recovery. 

Synopsis of dynamic video also called video on the 

thumbnail. It's a video itself, but it's much shorter than the 

original. It can quickly locate the object of events concerned 

and efficiently minimize spatiotemporal redundancy in the 

original video, which greatly shortens the video length for 

convenient video skimming, analysis and recovery. Compared 

to the key frame sequence methods, the original video 

movement information is extracted and therefore more semant 

than a static one. Existing video synopsis methods usually 

depend on minimizing some energy function by optimizing 

the synopsis video proposed by Pritch et al. However, the 

calculation of the energy function is complex and time 

consuming, which affects the video synopsis generation's 

real-time performance. In addition, the video synopsis can not 

contain all moving objects completely and can confuse the 

temporal order of objects. In addition, the density of objects 

in the video synopsis is not even and can cause collisions 

between objects, leading to a non-optimal compression ratio 

of the video synopsis. 

Researchers have done a lot of remedial work to address the 

above issues. Feng et al and Huang et al. proposed an online 

temporal location strategy to maintain temporal order and 

reduce computational complexity, but the problem of 

collision remains unresolved. Lu et al., Saeid Bagheri et al. 

and Zhang et al. used trajectory information for objects to 

reduce event data size. Nie et al. presented a multi-level path 

relocation method composed of global spatiotemporal 

optimization to address the collision of objects. This method, 

however, ruins the integrity of the original scenarios. 

Objectively speaking, these methods somewhat alleviate the 

collision, but radically fail to resolve it. 

In order to better address the problem of collision and low 

efficiency in current methods, we aim to present a fast model 

that can be updated as the sequence of objects passes. The 

model should contain several factors that directly affect the 

quality of the video synopsis, such as collision, density and 

time order, etc. In view of the performance of the 

rearrangement algorithm in application, an appropriate 

strategy is to assess each object in synopsis with the fast 

model in the current frame. We propose a new approach in 

this paper to generate chronological synopsis video based on 

rearrangement optimization of events. An event is defined as 

an object's space-time sequence. 

2. Approach: 

Fig.1 :block diagram 

Our approach is based on the calculation of each object's 

appearance in the video synopsis. Our key idea is to handle 

the phenomenon of temporal order and collision scrupulously. 

In order to achieve this objective, the spatiotemporal 

trajectory of events in the original video should be accurately 

obtained using the robust tracking algorithm proposed in this 

paper by K Choeychuen. In addition, the following 

restrictions should be imposed on the rearrangement 

optimization of events in order to best meet user requests:  

• Events in the synopsis video should appear in the same order 

as in the original video. 
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 • The density of synopsis video events should meet most 

users ' visual standards.  

• Collisions of synopsis video events should be largely 

avoided.  

• The integrity of each event should be guaranteed in the 

synopsis video. We define several indicators, such as the 

overlap ratio, the correlation of events, to meet the above-

mentioned constraints in order to optimize the rearrangement 

of events, which will be detailed in the following sub-sections.  

Figure 1 illustrates our approach's framework. First, we detect 

moving objects in the original video using the Gaussian 

Mixture Model. Object trajectories are then extracted by 

tracking based on linear prediction. We use an event Ei I is the 

event index) to represent the spatiotemporal tube of a moving 

object with the spatiotemporal information of each obtained 

object. The start and end times of each object are represented 

by tis and tie. Definition of the trajectory of the event Ei as 

Ri={ r0, r1, ….,rk}, where r0, r1, … rk means the rectangle of 

the border and k= tie. We compare the spatiotemporal 

relevance of each event with the temporal and trajectory 

feature to determine whether. Finally, the rearranged events 

are seamlessly pasted into the background image to produce 

the synopsis video using the temporal median or moving 

average. 

A. Linear prediction based object tracking 

Analyze each frame of the original video using the Gaussian 

Mixture Model background modeling method to detect 

moving objects. The Gaussian model recorded the distribution 

function of each pixel in pixel values. The background does 

not differ in long-term observation most of the time. Even 

relatively color-moving objects can change more than the 

background, and moving objects usually have different 

colours. Tracking moving targets based on the position and 

color functions of each frame to match moving objects. To 

assume the position of the moving objects is denoted by the 

center of its connected domain external rectangular. To 

predict the location Tit of the objects, which is the number I 

of the object queue in the frame t, we adopted the linear 

prediction algorithm through the No. I objects trajectory in 

the last few frames: 

Ti
t
 = Pi

t−1
+∑     

     
n-t-1

 (p
n

i – p
n-1

i)             (1) 

Where X is a parameter less than 1, which support               

∑     
     

n-t-1
 = 1. 

Suppose there are m numbers of moving objects are 

detected in the current frame t (i.e., m numbers of connected 

domains), the center location vector is {O1, O2, . . . , Om}. 

Calculate the distance between Ti
t
 and {O1, O2, . . . , Om}, the 

position of the shortest distance point corresponding the 

location of the objects in frame 

After object detection, we can obtain all the moving 

objects in video sequences. Meanwhile, we can obtain 

trajectory and appear or disappear moment of all the objects. 

B. Events rearrangement: 

Once an object is detected and tracked, we get an event and 

need to rearrange it to a proper spatial and temporal position. 

Our events rearrangement optimization keep an eye on 

whether a new event appears in the current frame. Define the 

appearing moment of event appears in the current frame. 

Define the appearing moment of event Ei in synopsis video is 

M
t
Ei.. Let t be the parameter to deter-mine which frame of the 

synopsis video should be selected as the start frame of the 

event Ei, and A
E

i,t be the appear-ance probability model of the 

event Ei. To judge whether the event Ei should be rearranged 

in frame t of the synopsis video, the appearing moment can be 

derived by 

M
t
Ei   =    t,                 if  A

E
i,t  =1 

               M
t+1

Ei,              if    A
E

i,t  =1 

Where M
t+1

Ei is to iteratively estimate the appearance model 

in frame t+1. 

In in order to generate satisfactory chronological synopsis 

videos of high visual effect, the relevance between 

neighboring events or the constraints should be taken into 

consideration to condense the extra spatiotemporal space of 

the original video. As is shown in Fig.2 and also mentioned in 

the beginning of Section II, three constraints are considered to 

characterize the appearance probability model: i) The events 

should be rearranged one by one in the same order as in the 

original video (shown in Fig.2(b)); ii) The density of synopsis 

events should be optimized and iii) the collision phenomenon 

should be avoided (shown in Fig.2(c) and (d)). Let Ti,t
E
, Di,t

E
 

and Ci,t
E
 stand for the temporal model, density model and 

collision model respectively, the appearance probability 

model A
E

i,t can be calculated by: 

A
E

i,t = T
E

i,t D
E

i,tC
E

i,t 

If any of the constraint probability models equals zero, the 

start moment of the event Ei will be judged in next frame. 

 

Fig.2 : The events volume. (a) Four events in input video; (b) 

The temporal order of original video should be remained; (c) 

When a new event waits to be rearranged, the density of 

synopsis frame should be restricted; (d) When a new event 

waits to be rearranged, the collision situation need to be 

reduced. 

Temporal Model. To make sure the synopsis is 

chronological, analyzing the temporal relevance between 

earlier events and the current event is important. The temporal 

model is to confirm whether the events, which appeared 

earlier than the event ei in the original video, has occurred in 

synopsis video when event ei arrived. According to above 

discussion, the temporal probability model Ti,t
E
 can be written 

as 
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T
E

i,t  =      1,         if M
k
Ei  ≤ t 

               0,          otherwise 

where k ∈ [1, t − 1]. 

If Ti,t
E
 = 0, the approach will iteratively judge the condition in 

next frame t + 1 in the synopsis video volume. Based on the 

principle of keeping temporal relations of events, the first 

event occurred in the original video will be the first one in the 

synopsis video, which means that the appearing moment of 

the event ME
t
0 = 1. 

Density model is to determine whether event Ei should occur 

by calculating the den-sity of events in the current frame of 

the synopsis video. 

Dense synopsis video will inevitably cause high overlap ratio 

of events, which seriously annoys the monitoring personnel, 

whereas sparse synopsis video makes low compression ratio, 

which doesn’t make any sense. Considering these facts, the 

density probability model D
E

i,t can be written as 

  D
E

i,t  =       0,      if   ANt > THmax 

                              1,      otherwise 

where ANt is the number of active events in frame t. In order 

to keep consistent density of events , we set up an event 

density threshold T Hmax as the largest num ber of events in 

one frame of the output video. If the number of active events 

exceed the density threshold, it means that current event can’t 

be placed in frame t and will be iteratively judged in the next 

frame. Moreover, to meet the requirement that user can 

control the density and compression ratio, our approach 

actually define five density thresholds for users to choose. 

Specifically, we consider the compactness of several objects 

under different scenarios and find that T Hmax  = {5, 10, 15, 

20, 25} would be the appropriate values. 

The number of events ANi
t
 in the frame t is calculated by 

counting the set of active events AE. The active events set can 

be described by: 

AE = {ex|Mex ≥ t and Mex + (txe − txs) ≤ t} (6) 

where 0 ≤ x ≤ i. The set contains events which has occurred 

and not disappeared in the synopsis video scene. 

Collision Model. The collision model is related to the 

trajectory occlusion between a new event Ei and the active 

events in the set AE. The trajectory occlusion problem is 

characterized by the coincident area CA
E

i,t between the new 

event position r0
Ei

 and active events position set ARt
AE

 in 

frame t. With the above discussion, the collision probability 

model Ci,t
E
 is given by 

Ci,t
E
  =    0,  if CAi,t

E
 > THarea 

              1,    otherwise 

In the collision model, the active events position ARt
AE

 in 

frame t is a set of bounding rectangles {ARt
E0

 , ARt
E1

 , · · · 

ARt
En

 } and representing objects. If the sum of occlusion area 

is lager than the area threshold THarea, the event Ei should be 

iteratively judged in the next frame. Normally, we set the area 

threshold less than the minimum area among the objects in 

current frame. 

C. Event Subsection Modification: 

We find that some event subsection problem has occurred 

during the process of analyzing video synopsis. A common 

problem in video synopsis is the subsection event caused by 

an imperfect tracking algorithm. There are two main for this. 

First, the trajectory of some events can be disconnected 

because the foreground pixels as an object chain are too much 

less detectable. Secondly, it is not possible to handle the 

combination and separation of several objects of the same 

event. In order to solve this problem, we proposed our 

strategy to modify the event subsection. In our method of 

modification of subsections, the RGB histogram function is 

used to distinguish the bounding box of objects.  

Experimental Results: 

We have developed our algorithm in Matlab and run on intel 

core 5 CPU computer with 6 GB RAM. We have used  three 

video examples to perform our algorithm. We can see from 

the table1 that all the three input videos are converted  in to 

summarized videos. We have tested code for three different 

videos with names hall, BQmall and Test1. In the below table 

we can see that the data(theoretical)  with respective 

parameters for three videos. In the below graph we can see 

that the comparison of three videos with respective 

parameters. In the below table we can see the comparison 

between the three different videos in their  outputs with 

respective images. 

Table1:       

                                                                                
Graph:1 
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